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Abstract: The problem of scarcity of multi image supporting for satellite image is handled with the help of
multispectral sensing image method. In that the SVM-2 (Support Vector Machine – 2) is consider for classifying
the different types of land covering area. The workflow of multispectral acquired with an absurd image into
orthorectified image, in that we identified several challenges including file format compatibilities and a size of
the original image. These compatibilities are handled with the help of segmentation and semi supervised
learning algorithm. The segmentation is used to simplify the portrayal of large image into something more
meaningful and easier to analyze. The Multispectral provides a quality and high resolution information for
satellite sensor applications. With the help of semi supervised learning algorithm and multispectral sensing
image the overall performance of PSNR is increased upto 42.98%.
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INTRODUCTION Segmentation is a process of partitioning an image space

Satellite  imagery  includes   photographs   of  the regions.
earth  taken  through  an  artificial satellite revolving The success of an image analysis system depends on
around  the  earth.  The process of correcting these the quality of segmentation. Two broad approaches to
satellite images for haze, cloud and sensor induced segmentation of remotely sensed images are gray level
defects within satellite image and overlaying the 2D thresholding and pixel classification. Multispectral nature
satellite  image  on  3D surface of the earth is called of most remote sensing images makes pixel classification
satellite image processing. Processed satellite images the natural choice for segmentation [5]. Sensor webs are
have different scientific and need based applications in a promising technology for future earth science research
the field of agriculture, geology, forestry, biodiversity because of its capability of adaptive observation from a
conservation, regional planning, education, intelligence network of in-situ and remote sensors [13]. The multi
and  warfare.  Since  satellite  image  has  properties of spectral image method increased radiometric range
high  resolution  and  multispectral,  it  is  originally  used captures more detailed informationof the land cover
in  the  military  and  environmental  field  [1].  But it is features [3].
used more and more in the field of map production,
agriculture, forestry, planning of national land, Contribution of the Work:
establishment of city plan, etc lately. Possibility of
periodic data acquisition of satellite image and diverse Multispectral sensing image method is used to
satellite images between hyperspectral and high provide a quality and high resolution information for
resolution satellite image makes the satellite images the satellite sensor applications.
important resource for the record of national land. So, it is File format compatibilities can be handled with the
necessary to preserve the satellite images which contain help of semi supervised learning algorithm.
the change of geographic information, national land and The segmentation can be used for large image into
environment for the form of digital library or museum. something more meaningful.

into some non overlapping meaningful homogeneous
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Related  Work:  In remote  sensing, the training set is inhomogenous in some characteristics. Image
useful only for simultaneous images or for images with the segmentation results have an effect on image analysis and
same classes taken under the same conditions; and, even it following higher order tasks. Image analysis includes
worse, the training set is frequently not available. On the object description and representation, feature
other hand, unsupervised methods are not sensitive to measurement. Higher order task follows classification of
the number of labelled samples since they work on the object.. Hence characterization, visualization of region of
whole image. Nevertheless, relationship between clusters interest in any image, delineation plays an important role
and classes is not ensured. In this context, we propose a in image segmentation. Using the different algorithms the
combined strategy of supervised and unsupervised current methodologies of image segmentation is reviewed
learning methods that avoids these drawbacks and so that user interaction is possible for images [6].
automates the classification process. The method is based Semi-supervised learning is the process offinding a
on the general formulation of the expectation-maximization better classifier from both labeled andunlabeled data.
(EM) algorithm. This method is applied to crop cover Semi-supervised learningmethodology can deliver high
recognition of six hyperspectral images from the same area performance ofclassification by utilizing unlabeled data.
acquired with the HyMap spectrometer during the Themethodology can be used to adapt to a variety
DAISEX-99 campaign. For classification purposes, six ofsituations by identifying as opposed to specifying
different classes are considered. Classification accuracy arelationship between labeled and unlabeled datafrom
results are compared to common methods: ISODATA, data.  It  can  yield  an  improvement   when  unlabeled
Learning Vector Quantization, Gaussian Maximum data  can  reconstruct  the  optimalclassification
Likelihood, Expectation-Maximization and Neural boundary. Some popular semisupervisedlearning models
Networks. The good performance confirms the validity of include self-training, mixture models, graph-based
the proposed approach in terms of accuracy and methods, co-trainingand multiview learning. The success
robustness [2]. of semisupervisedlearning depends completely on

A new feature-level fusion is presented for modelling someunderlying assumptions. So the emphasis is on
individual trees by applying watershed segmentation and theassumptions made by each model [7]. 
subsequentclassification, using tree heights and tree Wireless sensor networks offer unique opportunities
crown signatures derived from light detection and ranging for applications  in the human and natural environments.
(lidar) data and multispectralimagery. The study area is In thispaper, the types of application, which utilize
part of the Moira State Forest, New South Wales, satellites, areexplored. Also, a proportional differentiation
Australia where the dominant tree species are model isproposed in order to provide the quality of
nativeeucalypts. In this study, airborne lidar data and four service oversatellite networks. We implement and
band multispectral imagery were acquired. A digital evaluate a new dropper, called Satellite Proportional
surface model (DSM) wasgenerated from the lidar first Dropper, to successfully applythis model on satellite
return data and a digital terrain model (DTM) was derived links.Application areas that needsatellite links. Such areas
from the lidar last return data. A tree crownmodel was include environmental and habitatmonitoring, satellite
computed as the difference between DSM and DTM remote sensing for ocean research andstructural health
using appropriate height thresholds. A marker-controlled monitoring. The objectives of this work areto explore the
watershed segmentation algorithm was used to extract aforementioned applications and, since satellitebandwidth
individual tree crowns from the lidar data. The resulting is expensive and limited, there is a need for aframework,
crown polygons were overlaidon the four band which can make optimum use of these [14].
multispectral imagery to extract the spectral signatures of Sensor webs are a promising technology for future
the tree crowns. A principal components earth science research because of its capability of
transformationwas applied to the four-band dataset to adaptive observation from a network of in-situ and remote
replace the highly correlated original bands with those of sensors.  As  important  components   of   sensor  webs,
reduced correlation. In addition, two lidar derived texture in-situ sensor networks have attracted strong attention in
and height layers were included in the fusion procedure recent years. In-situ sensors observe the phenomena
[3]. being investigated at close proximity and can be used to

Image segmentation is most of judging or analyzing calibrate remote sensors. Sensor webs are a promising
function  in  image processing and analysis. Image technology to support environmental and ecological
segmentation refers to partition of an image into different research, by combining in-situ and space-based sensors
regions that are homogenous or similar and and  by  providing   adaptive    reconfiguration  capability.
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As a step towards the sensor web vision, this paper
presents the architecture of a sensor network that uses
satellite communication to transfer data from remote
sensors to the laboratory. Although our current focus is
on in-situ sensors, the architecture reflects our long-term
goal of combining in-situ sensors with space-based
remote sensors [13].

Space and Earth monitoring is the next step for
sensor   networks.   Distributed   systems   of  small
sensor-equipped satellites improve the cost efficiency and
the missions’ performance. This abstract discusses the
characteristics of satellite Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) and the challenges they introduce. New
challenges  arise  as  sensor  networks  move  towards
low-cost, nano- and pico-satellite missions in low-earth
orbit. Although nano- and pico-satellite missions share
the resource constraints and reliability requirements of
terrestrial sensor networks, the long communication
ranges, high-speed node mobility and nonzero
propagation delays requires us to revisit the underlying
assumptions in network time synchronization,
communication protocols and power-saving mechanisms Fig. 1: System Architecture for multispectral semi-
[15]. supervised learning algorithm

Problem Statement: The scarcity of multi image There are two main modes or methods of scanning
supporting for satellite image is the major problem of our employed to acquire multispectralimage data:
paper. In that file format compatibilities and maintain a size
of the original image is a alternative problem of an sensor Across-track scanning, 
networks. Along-track scanning.

Proposed Methods: The objective of this proposed In that an Across-track scanners scan the Earth in a
methods are used to overcome the problems of multi series of lines. The lines are oriented perpendicular to the
image process, image quality maintenance and file format direction of motion of the sensor platform. So mostly
compatibilities. All of them handled with the help of a across track scanning is used for a satellite image
below methods and algorithms, they are represented by processing [19]. It provides high resolution information of
the way of architecture remote sensing images. The processing images are still

Multispectral Sensing Image: The multi-spectral sensing concentrate on the separation and classification of a multi
image method is used for handling the multiple images in images into a same category levels.
a satellite image. In that the imagery was captured over
the study area using an Ultracam-D with a calibrated focal SVM-2: SVM 2 is used to classify different type of land
length of 101.400mm. Three colour (red, green and blue) covering areas form the satellite image form that the
and one infrared (IR) band images were collected with a images are splited based on their land covering types and
28.125µm pixel size. The radiometric resolution of the its properties. It uses a large sized labeledset, consisting
images was 16-bit. This increased radiometric range of randomly chosen points, for training. The SVM
captures more detailed information of the land cover approach seeks to find the optimal separating hyperplane
features [3].A scanning system used to collect data over between classes by focusing on the training cases that
a variety of different wavelength ranges is called a are placed at the edge of the class descriptors. These
multispectralscanner (MSS) and is the most commonly training cases are called support vectors. Training cases
used scanning system. other than support vectors are discarded [9].

maintaining a same resolution of original images. Its only
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Algorithm: A simple algorithm for SVM2 classification Output: Set of image terms T
SVM2 Classification Algorithm Step1: Read all images given for training W
Input: data base Step2: stop list S
Output: classification image data Step3: For each image W  from W
If (remote image files = “filename”) C = Read content of the remote image W
{ C = Apply remote image to remove non meaning images
Go to: “feature analysis” from C
 Remote image input =”image data base” T  = Split C with classification of remote image
Save (bin/ file name.image/); For each term T  in the term T
Strcmp (image, remote image); If T  present in stop image list S  then
For(i=0;i<tp;i++) Remove T  from T
{ End
Calculate = image feature & image classification If (T contains “ing”)
Output = original image T = Remove “ing” from T
} End

The SVM module is capable of using 4 types of T = Remove “ed” from T
kernels fortraining and classification: End

Linear: K(x , x ) = x x Endi j i j
t

Polynomial: K(x , x ) = ( .x x r) ,  > 0 Step4: For each T  from Ti j i j + 
t d

Radial basis function: K(x , x ) = exp(- .|| x  – x ||2),  > 0 Identify presence of bigram Bi j i j

Sigmoid: K(x , x ) = tanh ( .x x r) If Bi Presentsi j i j + 
t

where , r and d are kernel parameters. Else

Semi -Supervised Learning Algorithm: It is a special End
form of classification. It mostly used for file formatting Step5: Return set of original image result.
compatibilities  for  a  size  of  an  original image. Step6: Stop
Traditional classifiers use only labeled data (feature / label
pairs) to train. Labeled instances however are often Evaluation Parameters: In this section the various
difficult, expensive, or time consuming to obtain, as they performance evaluation parameters used for evaluation of
require the efforts of experienced human annotators. images are as follows:
Meanwhile unlabeled data may be relatively easy to
collect,  but  there  has  been  few  ways  to use them. PSNR
Semi-supervised  learning  addresses this problem by Time
using  large  amount  of  unlabeled  data,  together  with Accuracy
the labeled  data,  to  build better classifiers. Because Mean and Standard deviation 
semi-supervised learning requires less human effort and
gives higher accuracy, it is of great interest both in theory All the above parameters are used to compute the
and in practice [8].Self-training is a commonly used overall performance of a taken image. These all are
method for semisupervisedlearning. In this method a discussed in below.
classifier isfirst trained with the sample of labeled data.
Thenthe classifier is used to classify the PSNR: PSNR is generally used to analyze quality of
unlabeleddatasets. Normally the most assured unlabeled image, sound and video files in dB (decibels). PSNR
data, along with their predicted labels, are appended tothe calculation of two images, one original and an altered
training set [7]. image, describes how far two images are equal. It is most

Algorithm: A Simple Algorithm for Semisupervised two m×n monochrome images I and K whereone of the
Learning images is considered a noisy approximation of the other
Input: Set the image W is defined as:s
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The PSNR is defined as:

Here, MAXI is the maximum possible pixel value of
the image. When the pixels are represented using 8 bits
per sample [18].

Performance Evaluation: The semi-supervised learning
algorithm and Multispectral sensing is used as the
proposed technique of this concept. In this the satellite
multi image is taken as the input and check the image Fig. 2: Resized input image of a satellite image
quality, performance. The performance analysis is done
with the help of time, accuracy, entropy, mean and
standard deviation.

Input Image: Figure 2 shows the resized image of a taken
input and it can be sub divided with the help of semi
supervised learning algorithm. The sub divided images are Fig. 3: Band classification of a particular image 
categorised into 3 levels of bands. This bands are mainly
concentrate on feature extraction. Each bands are focused
in a particular fields of a particular areas. 

Sub Division sub Band Image: The above figure shows
the band separation of a resized input image. In this the
image is categorised as RGB form and its first level band
is concentrate on the R feature properties, second one is
G feature properties and the final one is B feature
properties.

Figure 3 shows the indication of R (red image pixel)
feature extraction of an image and collect this information
to a particular fields. After that all the values of an overall Fig. 4: Feature Extraction of R properties (red pixels)
images are arranged and saved in a database for future
purpose. In that the fields of sand, seas, forest, mountains
and valise. All of them measured by the way of RGB
combination.

Figure 4 shows the indication of G (Green image pixel)
feature extraction of an image and collect this information
to a particular fields. After that all the values of an overall
images are arranged and saved in a database for future
purpose.

Figure 5 shows the indication of B (Blue image pixel)
feature extraction of an image and collect this information
to a particular fields. After that all the values of an overall
images are arranged and saved in a database for future
purpose. Fig. 5: Feature Extraction of G properties (Green pixels)
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Fig. 6: Feature Extraction of B properties (Blue pixels)

Fig. 5: Recursive Filtered image after RGB Extraction 

This figure shows the filtered image of an overall
process of the RGB extraction content. In this the
processed image of an original image is shown by the
removal of all RGB filtering. Because after the filtering
only the classification of basic parameters are differentiate
successfully.

Output Image: This output image shows the classification
using the RGB presented level. This can be used to
categorise  the  different  parameters  of a sensing image.
In that the sand, mountains, seas, forest and sand. Fig. 8: Layout of the overall classification accuracy 

The PSNR Efficiency can be calculated once the
overall MSE values is find. The MSE calculation is the The measure of structural similarity (SSIM) is utilized
important level of finding the PSNR value. as quality assessment. SSIM is based on the hypothesis

In that the overall classification accuracy can be that the human visual system (HVS) is highly adopted for
calculated with the help of features presented in the extracting the structural information. In addition, it is a
sensing  image.  The classification accuracy of a taken measure of structural similarity. The SSIM assessment
image is measured and processed with the help of semi system separates the task of similarity measurement into
supervised learning algorithm. three comparisons:

Fig. 6: Classified image using cluster prominence

Fig. 7: Layout of the PSNR Efficiency
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Fig. 9: Structural Similarity Index Value TN = 253

Fig. 10: Overall time calculation for SVM via features of an input image is maintained with the help of multi

Luminance; and classification of a multi satellite images by user
Contrast; and entered category levels and also it provides a high
Structure. resolution of a proposed image compare to original image.
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